Abstract-In this paper we discuss the use of real-time Grid computing for the monitoring, control and simulation of renewable electricity generators and their associated electrical networks. We discuss briefly the architectural design of GRIDCC and how we have integrated a number of real (solar, CHP) and simulated conventional power generators into the GRIDCC environment. A local weather station has also been attached to an Instrument Manager to alert experts appropriately when the Solar Array is not generating. The customised remote control and monitoring environment (a virtual control room), distributed using a standard web server, is discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Grid computing has recently been developed primarily to solve large-scale computational challenges in areas such as genomics, biomedicine, particle physics and other scientific fields with similar large-scale computational challenges. The EU funded GRIDCC project [1] is extending the concept of the Grid to encompass virtualized instrument resources and to create middleware which can provide Grids with a real-time quality of service.
There are many application areas driving the development of a Grid that includes resources beyond the compute and storage elements of currently deployed Grids. One prototype application being developed in the GRIDCC project is control and monitoring of renewable electricity generation.
In the coming decades a large number of offshore wind power generators will be connected to European transmission systems [2] . As these generators contribute larger amounts of power it will become necessary to monitor their performance and control their operation with a much higher degree of accuracy, reliability and cooperation between transmission Figure 1 . A Grid is scaleable -inherently it is designed to work as well with 100,000 participants (nodes) as it is with 100. The distribution of computing resources requires additional network security, and it is important to note that this is also inherent to Grid computing, yet it can still provide a robust provision of computational resources in terms of selforganisation and major fault tolerance [4] . Data can also be distributed and replicated across a network of a virtual organisation with specified levels of security.
II. GRIDCC The GRIDCC project has now demonstrated the extension of existing computational grids to provide the ability to control and monitor collections of real instruments with accompanying supporting services such as a virtual control room (VCR) a workflow management system (WfMS), and a generic Problem Solver running locally or globally. Some care has been taken to build into the GRIDCC concept the requirements of real-time systems, where here real-time implies a defined response time for a process to start/complete/return a status message etc. rather than any particular data rate. A critical element in achieving real-time I response is the quality of service repository which can be queried both by the Execution Service and from the VCR. Figure 2 shows the architecture of GRIDCC and figure 3 shows the internal details of its new contribution to Grid computing; the instrument element (IE) [5] . Figure 3 ) to enable them to be control from the VCR (see figure 4) The ability of a remote operator (or multiple remote experts) to see the dynamic behavior of any of the generators at any time is a principle goal of this project. A problem solver framework that can operate at the level of the Instrument Element (see figure 3) is currently being implemented. This allows any appropriate problem solving system, for example a neural network or a decision tree, to be used to determine automatically what the likely problem is when a generator ceases to behave normally (for example sudden loss of power). Local We envisage the application to renewable electricity generator monitoring and control to be aimed primarily at small to medium scale systems where existing dedicated network links and bespoke commercial software systems may be too expensive compared to the use of the GRIDCC open source middleware. Any existing local control system can be wrapped up by an Instrument Manager so that it can be operated remotely by the a GRIDCC-based system. This is precisely what we have done in the demonstrator described above with the commercial control and monitor systems that were provided for the Solar Arrays and the CHP.
